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The amount of digital information that
libraries need to manage effectively for the
benefit of users is constantly increasing.
This book discusses in detail how library
administrators can better handle this
growing abundance of information, as well
as effective ways to allow library users
easy access. Respected leaders in the field
of librarianship explore various aspects of
how librarians are meeting the challenges
of delivering more digital information to a
changing user base, including preservation
demands, licensing agreements, digitizing
and making available collections unique to
specific libraries, and providing more
personalized digital services to library
users.This book focuses on timely issues
that impact how libraries are administered
and viewed by both librarians and by users.
This innovative book discusses practical
ways to provide remote access and services
to digital resources, support the
preservation
of
digital
resources,
understand their library users who prefer
the digital information format, and reshape
the traditional library for better digital
access. The book is carefully referenced
and includes helpful illustrations. The book
is a valuable resource for senior and
mid-level library administrators, including
deans, directors, and department heads, of
public, special and academic libraries.This
book was published as a special issue of
the Journal of Library Administration.
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skills, such The ability to critique digital and media content allows individuals to identify .. Digital Literacy: Bridging
the Gap with Digital Writing Tools. Should Liberal Arts Campuses Do Digital Humanities? Process and School
districts across the country are increasingly seeking out digital tools to support the work of educators, in the hopes of
Bridging the Gap describes the design and implementation of three Innovate NYC Schools initiatives grounded in
user-centered design theory: Connecting Teachers and Ed-Tech Developers The Missing Link: Bridging The
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